 (Fig. 1)a) 
1. Abstract Inductive Coupled Plasma (ICP) soft etch instead of a conventional HF pretreatment, which is anisotropic etching with high density plasma and low incident energy, can uniformly removes native oxide at the bottom of a fine contact hole.
Mechanism to form stable ohmic contact was theoretically analyzed by Monte-Carlo topological simulation. Using the ICP soft etch with low sputtering yield, it is possible to prevent from the resputtered deposition on the bottom of the hole.
As a result, it is clarified that excellent ohmic characteristics, low Junction leakage current level and superior reliability of thin gate oxide can be achieved by using the ICP soft etch with optimized low bias voltage.
2.Introduction
As the packing density of CMOS circuit is greatly enhanced by using a interconnect scheme, a contact hole size Coil Quartz Bell Jar generates sputtered species with a certain probability (Ps)' an another part of the flux is reflected with a certain probability (Pr) and remaining part is stuck on the surface (Fig. 2) (Fig. 3a) . In the high bias voltage (1000eV), the etching generates a significant amount of resputtered SiO, deposition on the bottom of the fine contact holes (Fig. 3b) . This resputtered deposition from the sidewall strongly depends on the aspect ratio of holes. Using the ICP soft etch with tow sputtering yield, it is possible to prevent from the resputtered deposition on the bottom of the hole with 0.1 pm diameter (Fig. 4a, 5a ). On the other hand, high energy sputter etching with relatively high sputtering yields generates significant resputtered SiO2 deposition (Fig. 4b, 5b) (Fig.7) . Therefore, the ICP soft erch with optimized conditions is an effective pretreatment method before metallization for advanced CMOS devices.
Conclusions
In summary, the ICP soft etch is an effective in-site pre-metal- 
